BODEGA CASAR DE BURBIA
Tebaída
TECHNICAL DATA
D.O. Bierzo
Red wine
Varietals: 100% Mencía grapes manually harvested from
old vines

WINEMAKING PROCESS
This wine is born from vineyards with an un beata ble south facing
sun exposu-re and altitude, which guarantees an optimum
maturity and freshness. The soil bestows a more than tanglible
minerality in this wine: its slate and quartz composition give it its
unique personality. In addition to these factors, it is a privilege to
have the centennial vines. You cannot ask for more to make a great
red wine. lt is puzzle where all of the pieces fit
Manual pressing, alcoholic fermentation at 24° in 5.000 liter
stainless steel vats from which we can obtain a pure extraction.
Minumum 16 months aging in French oak

TASTING NOTES
On the nose, one can almost touch the great fruit concentration
and the incredible complexity of the wine: black fruits, blackberries
and brambles, reminiscent of licorice and toffee-coffee. A brutal
intensity that takes you back to India ink and toasted hues, with a
great presence of balsamic aromas that give freshness, sweet notes
that intoxicate the senses .
On the palate, is it potent but restrained, with a great
concentration and tannicity, but at the sanie time elegant and
fresh. lt is a wine that without a doubt has great length over time,
in which the fruit-wood fusion at the end will be sublime. lt is fullbodied and with great texture, with infinite length. lt is potent and
structured, for those who would like to drink it now, wiser and
more refined for those who have the patience to wait for sorne
time, something that on the other hand is not easy.

FOOD PAIRING
Red meat, game, roasts and charcuterie
Serving temperature: 15º-17º C

LOGISTICS
Cases of 6 bottles
Europallet:

casesper

pallet:

77/462 bottles

Case weight (kg): 1

Bottle bar code:

12 bottles: 17,22
kg
6 bottles: 8,61kg
88437004360038

WINES

